A Missing Piece of a Yellowstone Puzzle:

The Tangled Provenance of the Cook-Folsom-Peterson Yellowstone Expedition Diary

by Kim Allen Scott

The definitive exploration of Yellowstone National Park began in 1869 with the journey of three friends, Charles W. Cook, David E. Folsom, and William Peterson, who visited the region on their own to investigate its rumored wonders. Two subsequent expeditions in 1870 and 1871, undertaken with official government support, completed the scientific reconnaissance of Yellowstone and laid the foundation for its establishment as a national park in 1872. The men who participated in the latter two explorations had both the desire and the means to publicize their discovery narratives to a wide audience, but fire, neglect, and mis-handling have all combined to somewhat obscure the record of the Cook-Folsom-Peterson journey.¹ This essay will attempt to unravel the complicated story of their expedition chronicle, identify what may very well be the earliest draft of the manuscript extant, and present for the first time a section from the draft that had been omitted when Cook attempted to reconstruct the original composition in 1922.

Folsom, an engineer employed by the mining hydraulic works at Diamond City, Montana, and his two friends, Cook and Peterson, began their exploration of Yellowstone on September 6, 1869. For the next four weeks they traversed the country, measuring the waterfall at the head of the Grand Canyon, visiting the northern shore of Yellowstone Lake, and lingering in the Lower Geyser Basin, all the while recording their observations in a memoranda book. Upon their return during the winter of 1869–70, Cook and Folsom apparently collaborated on preparing for publication a narrative from their diary. A writer named Clark, who had met Cook the previous year in Diamond City, requested a copy of their manuscript and permission to seek out a publisher. Cook mailed the article, but in spite of Clark’s best efforts, several of the nation’s leading magazines rejected the story, allegedly due to the skepticism of the editors over some of the phenomena
described. Clark finally convinced the proprietors of the Western Monthly, a Chicago, Illinois, literary periodical, to accept the piece in the spring of 1870, but the resulting publication belies the allegations that eastern editors found the descriptions of the country too incredible to repeat.

"The Valley of the Upper Yellowstone" appeared in the June 1870 edition of the Western Monthly under the byline of Charles W. Cook. Comparing the heavily edited text with what has survived of the submitted manuscript shows that the Western Monthly editors restricted most of their paring to the grammatical voice, rather than the substance of the report. Cook and Folsom had originally written the text with an introduction in the first person past tense to describe their preparations for the trip, but then abruptly changed to a combination of present and past tense voice once they embarked from Diamond City on September 6. To further confound readers the original manuscript began to refer only by their initials; "C" or "Cap" for Charles Cook, "B" for William Peterson, and "D" for David Folsom, so that it was unclear who was telling the story. To clarify the story's narrative continuity, the Western Monthly altered the manuscript to read entirely from the point of view of one person, a writer they assumed to be Charles W. Cook. Other textual alterations in the Western Monthly article had more to do with relevancy than credibility. Cook, Folsom, and Peterson all shared the frontiersman's dislike for native peoples, and the two encounters the party had with Shoshoni Indians during their journey were described in language that did little to advance their chronicle of exploration. Western Monthly apparently chose to omit these portions in order to focus on the article's main thrust of describing the countryside.

Although Cook and Folsom might have been dismayed at having their text substantially altered when it appeared in print, they just as likely felt secure that their accomplishment in setting forth the first comprehensive description of the Yellowstone country would win them lasting fame. Folsom later recalled providing the original diary memoranda book and a map he had prepared to Henry D. Washburn and other members of the exploration party being formed in the late summer of 1870, but he could not have known that by so doing he would help obscure the record of his own group's efforts. When the published results of the Washburn-Langford-Doane expedition began to appear in 1871, no mention was made of the 1869 reconnaissance by Cook, Folsom, and Peterson. The reserve stock of the June 1870 issue of the Western Monthly, along with the original manuscript, burned in a fire which consumed the publisher's Chicago headquarters on September 4, 1870. As a result, only the issues of the magazine which had been sent to subscribers survived, and any demand for extra copies generated by subsequent explorations of the park simply could not be met.

Although it is not at all clear what became of the memoranda book they had carried on the expedition, both Cook and Folsom kept incomplete duplicate copies of their literary effort. Folsom donated his copy of the Western Monthly to the infant Montana Historical Society, in the hopes that the scarce magazine would at least be preserved, but again fire intervened to obscure the record. All of the precious documents gathered by the Society burned in the disastrous Helena, Montana, fire of January 9, 1874, including Folsom's contribution. The explorers made no further attempt to publish the piece, and by 1894, when Nathaniel P. Langford decided to reprint the Western Monthly article in pamphlet form, he erroneously assumed that his personal copy of the magazine was the only one extant. Langford's reprint, a limited edition of 500 copies, attempted to set the record straight regarding the importance of the 1869 journey, and graciously recognized the Cook-Folsom expedition as contributing to the establishment of the park in 1872. Unfortunately Langford chose to credit the article to Folsom alone, probably because the two had become well acquainted over the years. When Langford's version was reprinted in 1904 he once again credited the authorship to Folsom.

However, that same year another writer took up the matter with a resolve to reprint the original text of the joint diary.

Before accepting an appointment on the faculty of Montana Agricultural College in 1904, Victor K. Chewnut, a chemist and botanist for the United States Department of Agriculture, had been in the state preparing reports on indigenous poisonous plants. During his investigations in 1903, Chewnut happened to call at the sheep ranch of Charles W. Cook near Unity, Meagher County, Montana. Cook, a spry 64 years old, took a liking to the botanist and during their visits he described his 1869 trek through the park. Perhaps Cook thought Chewnut's ties to the academic world would help result in the long-delayed publication of the original manuscript he and Folsom had prepared 33 years earlier, because he turned over his only copy of the document to Chewnut for transcribing. Chewnut took the handwritten pages back to his office in Bozeman where he carefully typed a verbatim copy and then, on February 23, 1904, he took the transcript to Helena, Montana, where he introduced himself to David E. Folsom. By that time Folsom had become somewhat embittered by the twisted fate of the diary's publication history. He told Chewnut he felt that Langford in particular had plagiarized his work in the latter's 1871 articles in Scribner's and gave no credit to the ear-
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Above: Charles W. Cook. Left: Illustration from "The Wonders of the Yellowstone," Scribner's Monthly 2(1):May 1871. This article told of the Washburn-Langford-Doane expedition in 1870, which had much more publicity than the Cook-Folsom-Peterson expedition the previous year.
lier expedition.14 Folsom became excited by the possibility of publishing the original piece in its entirety and carefully went over the transcript Chesnut left with him, making corrections based on his own version of the manuscript. He mailed the corrections to Chesnut with a copy of Langford's 1894 pamphlet, indicating where the page breaks occurred in the Western Monthly's version of the story so that the missing portions at the end of Chesnut's transcript could be replaced with the exact wording which had been published in 1870.

Folsom's hopes of seeing the original narrative in print proved groundless because Chesnut never got around to publishing the manuscript. Lacking historical training and pressed by other official duties, Chesnut laid aside his transcription for the balance of his tenure at Bozeman. In 1907, he left for Washington, D.C., where he took a new job with the USDA.15 He never returned the manuscript to Cook and apparently soon forgot all about the matter. Cook's handwritten original remained in Chesnut's old office for another nine years until, on the afternoon of October 20, 1916, it was consumed by a conflagration that gutted the Chemistry building on the MSC campus.16 Once again fire had intervened to destroy the record of the Cook-Folsom-Peterson expedition, but fortunately Chesnut had retained the transcript he had prepared in 1903.

In 1922, grand preparations were underway to observe the 50th anniversary of Yellowstone National Park's founding, and 82-year-old Charles Cook had been approached by his son-in-law, Lewistown, Montana, attorney Oscar O. Mueller, to participate in the observance by again attempting to publish the long-neglected record of the expedition. Cook, of course, could not amplify the Western Monthly version without his handwritten manuscript. After Cook told him about Chesnut's involvement, Mueller wrote the botanist at Washington to see what had happened to the document. "I was very much surprised...to learn that the Folsom-Cook manuscript account of their historic trip was not deposited in the Montana Historical Library," Chesnut wrote back to Mueller, "I should have sent it there myself but when I left Bozeman in 1907 or 1908 I turned it over to [Montana Agricultural College] President James M. Hamilton together with a typewritten copy to be sent to the library. The manuscript was not complete but Mr. Cook could find no more at that time."17 Mueller, thinking half a loaf would be better than none, pressed Chesnut for a copy of his transcription, corrected by Folsom: "...I have decided to have you send me a typewritten copy of the copy of the manuscript you have, as it may be a long time in locating the others here in Montana, if [that is even] possible...Mr. Cook has no [other] copy of the manuscript and your copy may be the only means of receiving [the] same."18

While Chesnut set his wife to copying the precious transcription in his possession, Mueller doggedly pursued the trail of the original draft. He tried contacting James Hamilton to find out if he still had the document. When no reply came he confronted Hamilton in a Lewistown hotel lobby but Mueller reported years later that "all I could get out of him was evasive answers."19 Chesnut tactfully attempted to backpedal, pointing out that he did not distinctly remember giving the document to Hamilton. He suggested Mueller contact Professor Edmund Burke, Chesnut's former office mate at Bozeman, but that inquiry only confirmed the likelihood that the 1916 chemistry building fire had consumed Cook's original manuscript.20

Once Oscar Mueller had possession of the typed transcript prepared by Chesnut's wife, he realized the goal of publishing the complete text could still not be achieved. Chesnut's transcript, as corrected by Folsom, consisted of only 29 pages, ending just as the explorers made plans to leave Lake Yellowstone on the afternoon of September 25, 1869; it had none of the important description of the party's journey through the Lower Geyser Basin. Eager to help Mueller now that his incomplete transcription appeared to be the earliest surviving copy of the manuscript, Chesnut made the following deduction in a letter to the attorney:

The original manuscript was given, so Mr. Folsom told me, to General Washburn. I wonder what became of that? Mr. Folsom must have had a copy of the amplified diary, however, in making his corrections on the copy I sent him! Possibly he then had the original. I have written to his son to find out the facts of the case.21

While Mueller continued to press his father-in-law Cook to search his house for the missing pages of the manuscript and also wrote to David Folsom Jr., Chesnut rifled through his own files in Washington to see if he could find any pages of the original manuscript. "I have come across a page or two of the manuscript I got from Mr. Cook," he wrote Mueller on May 14, 1922. "It is in what I take to be his own handwriting and it covers the trip around the lake, but it does not give the most interesting part."22 Chesnut went on to explain that he had made a photographic copy of the leaves and attempted to transcribe them but had temporarily misplaced the typescript.

Mueller must have been too preoccupied with preparing for the semi-centennial observance at the park and tracking down David Folsom Jr.23 to complete the manuscript because Chesnut's discovery seems not to have made an immediate impression. Almost a month later Mueller responded:

Every bit of this that can be produced will be of assistance to me in getting the Diary completed and hope you can send me a copy. I can then with the assistance of everything available get Mr. Cook to complete it, but at his age and over half a century having elapsed, will need all the notes possible to be secured
We crossed the river to the west side and went back to the lake; here the timber became dense and the ground uneven making it very difficult traveling. A little past noon we came to a small grassy opening upon the opposite side of which was a beautiful little lake separated from the main lake by a sand bar which the surf had thrown up across the narrow neck which formerly had connected them. We saw several of these formed in like manner. This was about one thousand yards across and was nearly round. Large flocks of geese and ducks were feeding upon the shore or floating gracefully upon its smooth surface.

Beyond the lake the timber arose tall and straight and, to appearance, as thick as the cane in a southern swamp. This was one of the many beautiful places we had found fashioned by the practiced hand of Nature that man had not desecrated. It looked so inviting with its cooling shades and its rare opportunities for hunting and the bright visions of a supper upon fat ducks, that we, with common consent, decided to remain here until the next morning.

The writer's visions of supper began to melt after an hour's unsuccessful attempt at killing game. We had been shooting at a species of river shore motion we as last seen was quicker than the swiftest bullet.

Put this knowledge was a long time, labor, and several rounds on shell. Peas they turned our attention to the more timid but less active species with better success.

The next day our route was difficult in the extreme. We attempted to travel along the lake shore but the rugged rocks extending into the water at frequent intervals compelled us to abandon it for the timber which was very thick, intersected with fallen trees and underbrush. Through this we wound our tedious way on pack horses frequently getting wedged between trees or caught by overhanging branches. After an eight-hour's drive, in which we traveled about fifteen miles, we camped of the shore in timber without grass. Here we could see the stream that arose in large masses from the many hot springs at the head of the lake about eight miles distant.

An early start and delightful traveling brought us to the head of the lake where we prepared to remain a day in order to rest our horses and ride the springs as they differed greatly from any we had previously seen and possessed many points of pleasing interest. They were stretched along the shore of the lake for a distance of about two miles and extended back of it about five hundred yards and into the lake for as many feet.

in order to be sure that it is accurate. I would like to know whether or not you are absolutely sure you did not get all of the Diary from Mr. Cook. I am not aware of anyone making it public that has not received the diary from Mr. Cook."

Mueller may not have immediately realized that the leaves Chesnut had found continued the narrative beyond the point where his own transcript ended. The pages that Chesnut had found described the portion of the route through September 28, describing in more detail their investigations of the lake shore up to the West Thumb. In any event, Mueller continued to work with Cook to both prepare a new manuscript for publication and to arrange for Cook's participation in the park's semi-centennial celebration on July 16, 1922. When he finally got a reply from David Folsom Jr., Mueller unhappily reported to Chesnut, "I have received from Mr. David Folsom Jr. a copy of the diary, but [it] is identical to the one that you sent me and presumably a copy from the copy you sent Mr. Folsom Sr. [in 1904]."

Chesnut felt moved to explain himself when he sent Mueller a photograph of the first handwritten page he had found. "No, I am sure that I didn't get all of the [manuscript] from Mr. Cook," he wrote. "There must be some at his house and I hope Mrs. Mueller will be able to locate it. It is very difficult to read this particular piece that I found, so it was on that account that it was not copied. I haven't been able to decipher it all yet."

For some reason, Victor Chesnut never sent the original leaves he had found to Oscar Mueller and only mailed the attorney a negative photographic copy of the first page, which consisted of 191 words describing the explorers' decision to remain at the lakeshore on the night of September 25, 1869. Mueller assumed this to be the last vestiges of the original he would be able to locate, and turned it over to Charles Cook, who completed the reconstructed chronicle by referring to the Western Monthly for all the information from September 26 to the end of the journey on October 10, 1869. Mueller seemed satisfied with his transactions with Chesnut, probably because he believed the latter's contacts with Yellowstone National Park Superintendent Horace Albright and concessionaire Jack Ellis Haynes had finally secured his father-in-law the recognition he deserved as a member of the first comprehensive exploration of the park.

Mueller submitted Cook's final compilation of the diary to Haynes on September 13, 1922. Initially Mueller thought the Montana Historical Society would publish it and only wanted Haynes to proof the manuscript, but Haynes convinced the attorney to let him print it in the Haynes Bulletin, a house organ of very limited circulation. The "Reconstructed Diary of the Cook-Folsom Expedition in 1869 to the Yellowstone Region" appeared serially in four consecutive issues of the Haynes Bulletin beginning in December 1922, with a preliminary statement by Cook that explained how the chronicle had been mishandled in the past. But again circumstances would rob the old explorer of widespread recognition for his achievement. After
The ground gently sloped to the lake, in places down to the boundary, while at others the white chalky banks stood fifteen feet high, the waves having worn the rock away at the base leaving the surface extending over, in some instances, twenty-five feet. It was a calcareous deposit formed by the cooling water percolating its mineral. There were several hundred openings here of all sizes, and for the most part they were nearly round, the biggest being about seventy-five feet across. They appear like deep pools or wells of great depth slightly emerged at the top. The water had a pale violet tinge and was very clear, enabling us to discern small objects fifty or sixty feet below the surface. In some of these vast openings would appear at the side as the slanting rays of the sun lit up these deep caverns. We could see the rocks hanging from the roof, on the channelled and water-worn side, and the rock stream floor almost as plainly as if their hard-dried and were traversing its silent chambers.

Many of them had a rim or base of stone extending in several inches, even with the surface of the water similar to ice hanging on the edge of a basin in a cold day. These borders were brought into all manner of fantastic and beautiful shapes and covered with a frost work so delicate that the slightest touch would deface it. They were intermittent-fuming or boiling as the case might be at irregular intervals. The greater portion of them were perfectly quiet while we were there although nearly all of them gave unmistakable evidence of frequent activity.

Some of these would quietly settle for ten feet while its nearest neighbor would as quietly raise until it overflowed its banks and sent a torrent of hot water sweeping down to the lake. At the same time one near at hand would send up a sparkling fountain two feet in diameter and twelve feet high which would fall back into its basin which would remain partially full, the motion of the water being caused only by evaporation steam. It would then perhaps instantly settle only to raise and discharge its water in every direction over its rim.

Haynes had published the piece, the Montana Historical Society made other plans for their 1923 edition of Contributions and more than 40 years would pass before the exploration chronicle would again appear in print.

In 1965 park historian Aubrey L. Haines turned his attention to the Cook-Folsom-Peterson expedition record. Having access to all the previous published versions and a recently discovered reminiscence credited to William Peterson, Haines masterfully attempted to unravel the complicated story of the exploration narrative by interlocking passages from the four published versions, their supplemental text, and the Peterson reminiscence. Although Haines had access to a typescript of Folsom's version of the diary up to September 25, 1869, it had no substantial differences from Cook's text in the Haynes Bulletin. When Haines' book, The Valley of the Upper Yellowstone, appeared in print, it seemed as if the last word on the Cook-Folsom-Peterson expedition had been said.

However, in 1979 a small collection of papers from the files of Victor K. Chesnut were donated to the Special Collections department of the Montana State University Library. The accession contained all of the letters Chesnut had received from Oscar Mueller, the 1904 transcript that David E. Folsom had corrected, supplemental notes, the photograph of the first faded leaf, and, most importantly, four additional pages of transcription that Chesnut had deciphered from the original leaves discovered during his 1922 search through his files. He had misplaced them when he sent the photographed page to Mueller, and after the Haynes Bulletin published Cook's reconstruction Chesnut probably thought no more about them. The additional text, some of which was included or paraphrased in the 1870 Western Monthly article, appears here for the first time and includes the expedition's detailed description of the West Thumb geyser basin.

The tangled provenance of the Cook-Folsom-Peterson expedition diary is an unfortunate case of editorial omission, well-intentioned mishandling, and fiery demise. The discovery of this additional puzzle piece may not be the last word, however, since the location of the memoranda book the men actually carried on their journey has yet to be accounted for, along with those faded leaves that Victor Chesnut neglected to return to Charles Cook in 1922.
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